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Abstract The contribution of computer-aided detection
(CAD) systems as an interpretive aid in screening mam-
mography can be hampered by a high rate of false positive
detections. Specificity, false positive rate, and ease of
dismissing false positive marks from two CAD systems
are retrospectively evaluated. One hundred screening
mammographic studies with a BI-RADS assessment code
of 1 or 2 and at least 2-year normal mammographic follow-
up were retrospectively reviewed using two CAD systems.
Breast density, CAD marks, and radiologist"s ease of
dismissing false positive marks were recorded. Specificities
from the two CAD versions considering all marks were
23% and 15% (p value=0.07); mass marks, 35% and 17%
(p value<0.01); and calcification marks 62% and 75% (p
value=0.01). The two CAD versions did not differ
regarding mean and median marks per case for all marks
(2.3, 2.0 and 2.3, 2.0, p value=0.65) or mass marks (1.6,
1.0 and 1.8, 2.0, p value=0.15), but differed for calcifica-
tion marks (0.8, 0 and 0.5, 0, p value<0.01). Slightly higher
specificity and fewer marks per case observed in dense
breasts did not reach statistical significance. The reviewing
radiologist classified most marks from both CAD systems
(84% and 88%) as very easy/easy to dismiss. The two CAD
versions had small differences in specificity and false
positive marks. Differences, although not statistically

significant, in specificities and false positive rates between
dense and non-dense breasts warrant further research. Most
false positive marks are easily dismissed and should not
affect clinical performance.
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Background

Computer-aided detection (CAD) systems are being
widely used as an interpretive aid in screening mam-
mography. Approval from the U.S. Food and Drug
Administration and insurance companies’ willingness to
reimburse CAD services highlight the acceptance of
CAD as an interpretive aid. Several retrospective and
prospective studies that have evaluated the diagnostic
accuracy and contribution of CAD as an interpretive aid
resulted in mixed conclusions [1, 2]. Most studies which
indicate a 5–20% increase in cancer detection rates often
reported a comparable increase in recall rates [3–19].
Some studies have explored radiologists’ experience in
evaluating mammograms and training with CAD as factors
affecting the efficacy of CAD as an interpretive aid. Slightly
increased benefits from CAD have been observed with
experienced radiologists compared to novice radiologists and
residents [20]. Luo et al. [21] reported improvements in a
radiologist’s performance after undergoing a 4-week training
involving a hypermedia instructional program in CAD-aided
mammography interpretation.

Early CAD studies have reported a mean of 3–5 false
positive CAD marks per four-image mammogram [3–5,
22–25], defining a false positive as any CAD mark present
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in a non-cancerous area. More recent CAD studies, some of
which involved digital mammograms, have reported a mean
of two false positive CAD marks per four-image mammo-
gram [26–30]. In addition to retrospectively assessing the
specificity and rate of false positive marks in two versions
of CAD in screening mammography among unsuspicious
cases in a university clinic setting, the purpose of this
article is to assess the reviewing radiologist’s ease of
dismissing CAD false positives. The effects of breast
density on specificity and rate of false positive marks are
also assessed.

Materials and Methods

The computer records of a dedicated breast center were
retrospectively reviewed for patients who underwent a
screening mammogram in the year 2000 with a final
assessment of Breast Imaging Reporting and Data System
(BI-RADS) 1 or 2 and had subsequent normal follow-up
studies (BI-RADS 1 or 2) in years 2001 and 2002 at the
same center. The screening mammographic studies of 100
randomly chosen patients were digitized, using a spot size
setting of 43.5 μm and optical density linear range of 0.03
to 3.80 OD, and evaluated with a CAD system (Second-
Look v5.0, CADx Systems, Inc., Beavercreek, Ohio). This
CAD system, with only one operating point, was set to a
case-based sensitivity of 89.3% at the rate of 2.0 false
positive marks per four-image case. A dedicated breast
radiologist, with 10 years of breast imaging experience,
reviewed all mammographic films.

Age of the patient, number of films per study, breast
density, number of CAD marks (masses and calcifications),
and reviewing radiologist’s ease of dismissing the CAD
marks were recorded. Breast density was assessed subjec-
tively by the mammographer according to BI-RADS as
predominately fatty, scattered fibroglandular densities,
heterogeneously dense, and extremely dense. Patients with
entirely fatty or scattered fibroglandular breasts are consid-
ered to have “non-dense” breasts (n=61 patients), and
patients with heterogeneously dense or extremely dense
breasts are considered to have “dense” breasts (n=39
patients). Ease of dismissing the CAD marks was subjec-
tively rated by the reviewing radiologist, based on the time
required to dismiss the mark, as very easy, easy, average,
hard, and very hard. Dismissal of very easy or easy marks
such as vascular calcifications required only a few seconds
whereas dismissal of hard or very hard marks required as
many as 3 min of evaluation and review of images. The
same 100 screening mammographic studies were then
digitized and evaluated on a subsequent version, Second-
Look v7.2, and the reviewing radiologist recorded similar
data. This CAD system, with high, medium, and low

sensitivity operating points, was set to the mid-level case-
based sensitivity of 94% at the rate of 2.0 false positive
marks per four-image case.

All patients with CAD marks were considered false
positives for cancer detection. All marks identified by both
CAD versions in these 100 unsuspicious cases were
considered false positive marks. McNemar’s test was used
to compare paired proportions of categorical variables. Chi-
square test was used to compare unpaired proportions of
categorical variables. Wilcoxon signed-rank test was used
to compare paired mean and median values of continuous
variables. Mann–Whitney test was used to compare
unpaired mean and median values of continuous variables.
Two-tailed p values <0.05 were considered statistically
significant.

Results

The 100 patients whose screening mammograms were
analyzed had a mean age of 57.5 years (SD=10.3; range,
32–84). The distribution of their breast densities is 8%
entirely fatty, 53% scattered fibroglandular, 28% heteroge-
neously dense, and 11% extremely dense. The mean
number of films in the mammography study per patient
was 4.5 (SD=0.9; range, 4–9).

Table 1 summarizes the specificity rates of CAD v5.0
and v7.2. Considering all marks (masses and calcifications)
by CAD, v5.0 marked 77 cases and v7.2 marked 85 cases
(specificities of 23% and 15%, p value=0.07) with a
common of 71 cases marked by both versions. Considering
only masses marked by CAD, v5.0 marked 65 cases and
v7.2 marked 83 cases (specificities of 35% and 17%, p
value<0.01) with a common of 61 cases marked by both
versions. Considering only calcifications marked by CAD,
v5.0 marked 38 cases and v7.2 marked 25 cases (specific-
ities of 62% and 75%, p value=0.01) with a common of 21
cases marked by both versions. It is interesting to note that
although both versions did not have statistically different
specificities when considering all marks, v5.0 had a
significantly higher specificity than v7.2 when considering
only masses, while v7.2 had a significantly higher
specificity when considering only calcifications.

Table 1 Specificities in CAD versions 5.0 and 7.2

V5.0 V7.2
(n=100)

McNemar’s
test p value(n=100)

All marks 23.0% 15.0% 0.07

Masses 35.0% 17.0% <0.01

Calcifications 62.0% 75.0% 0.01
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Table 2 summarizes specificity rates observed in groups
of patients with non-dense (n=61) and dense (n=39)
breasts. The specificities of both CAD versions, when
considering all marks, marks on masses and marks on
calcifications, were slightly lower, but not statistically
significantly different, in patients with non-dense breasts
than in patients with dense breasts.

Table 3 summarizes the false positive rates of v5.0 and
v7.2. Among the 100 studies, a total of 234 marks (158
masses and 76 calcifications) were identified by v5.0, and a
total of 226 marks (179 masses and 47 calcifications) were
identified by v7.2. However, v5.0 and v7.2 varied consid-
erably in their markings and had only 76 common marks
(52 masses and 24 calcifications) identified in both
versions. As shown in Table 3, v5.0 and v7.2 did not differ
significantly in the mean and median numbers of all marks
per case (2.3, 2.0 vs. 2.3, 2.0, p value=0.65) nor the mean
and median numbers of masses per case (1.6, 1.0 vs. 1.8,
2.0, p value=0.15) but differed significantly in the mean
and median numbers of calcifications per case (0.8, 0.0 vs.
0.5, 0.0, p value<0.01).

Table 4 summarizes false positive rates observed in
groups of patients with non-dense (n=61) and dense (n=
39) breasts. When considering all marks, marks on masses
and marks on calcifications, the rates of false positive
marks from both CAD versions were slightly higher, but
not statistically significantly different, in patients with non-
dense breasts than in patients with dense breasts. This is in
accordance with the slightly lower specificities observed in
patients with non-dense breasts than those with dense
breasts.

The reviewing radiologist subjectively rated the ease of
dismissal of CAD marks based on the time required to
dismiss the mark. Of the 234 marks from v5.0, 197 marks
(84%) were classified as very easy or easy to dismiss and
37 (16%) were classified as average, hard, or very hard to
dismiss. Of the 226 marks from v7.2, 198 marks (88%)
were classified as very easy or easy to dismiss and 28

(12%) were classified as average, hard, or very hard to
dismiss. Among the 76 marks identified in both versions,
57 (75%) were classified as very easy or easy to dismiss in
v5.0, while 62 (81.6%) were classified as very easy or easy
to dismiss in v7.2. It is important to clarify that these 76
marks were the same CAD marks, but the reviewer
assessed the marks from v7.2 several years later than the
assessment for v5.0. Thus, despite radiologist’s knowledge
that all CAD marks were false positives, the nonsignificant
difference in the ratings of common marks between v5.0
and v7.2 is a reflection of the consistency of this
assessment. Among marks that were identified in one or
the other version but not both, 140 (88.6%) of 158 marks
from v5.0 were classified as very easy or easy to dismiss,
while 136 (90.1%) of 150 marks from v7.2 were classified
as very easy or easy to dismiss.

Discussion

The false positive rate of CAD requires radiologists to
dismiss high numbers of CAD marks compared to the
numbers of cancers detected in a screening population [1].
With a false positive rate of approximately two marks per
four-image mammogram, a typical screening population of
1,000 women would generate 2,000 false positive marks to
be dismissed while detecting approximately five cancers
based on a mixed incidence/prevalence of five cancers per
1,000 screening mammograms. With each of the cancers
detected in two views (craniocaudal and mediolateral
oblique), there would be 200 marks to dismiss for each
view of a detected cancer. Although these are large
numbers of marks to dismiss, our study is the first that we
are aware of to provide context regarding ease of dismiss-
ing marks. Our study showed that 12% (v7.2) or 16%
(v5.0) of these marks were average, hard, or very hard to
dismiss. With recall rates from screening mammography
approaching these rates of average-to-very-hard marks to
dismiss, rather than a 200:1 ratio of distracting/relevant
marks based on all false positives compared to views of
detected cancers, CAD could be considered to approxi-
mately have a 1:1 ratio of distracting/relevant marks based
on average-to-very-hard marks to dismiss compared to
views of lesions warranting recall.

Zheng et al. [31] have shown the impact of CAD
sensitivity and false positive rate on radiologist perfor-
mance with the four combinations of a CAD system with
sensitivities of 90% or 50% and false positive rates of two
or eight marks per four-image mammogram case (multi-
plying their per image false positive rates by 4). Their
results showed that a CAD system with 90% sensitivity and
two false positives per case improved radiologist perfor-
mance, a CAD system with 90% sensitivity and eight false

Table 2 Specificities in patients with non-dense and dense breasts

Non-dense
breast (n=61)

Dense
breast (n=39)

Chi-square
test p value

V5.0

All marks 18.0% 30.8% 0.14

Masses 31.2% 41.0% 0.31

Calcifications 57.4% 69.2% 0.23

V7.2

All marks 9.8% 23.1% 0.07

Masses 13.1% 23.1% 0.20

Calcifications 70.5% 82.1% 0.19
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positives per case or a CAD system with 50% sensitivity
and two false positives per case had no significant impact
on radiologist performance, while a CAD system with 50%
sensitivity and eight false positives per case was detrimental
to radiologist performance. Since CAD sensitivity is about
90% or higher [22–27], Zheng’s results are another
indicator that distracting/relevant marks ratio of the CAD
systems reported in our study and other studies with current
CAD that have about two false positives per case [25–29]
should improve radiologist performance [3–19].

Although both versions of the CAD system in our study
did not have statistically different specificities when
considering all marks, v5.0 had higher specificity in terms
of only masses than v7.2, and v7.2 had higher specificity in
terms of only calcifications than v5.0. Although CAD
specificity is not reported in the literature as commonly as
false positive rate, four studies assessed specificity. Two
studies were based on mostly or all [25, 29] two-image
cases; thus, comparison with our results is difficult. Two
other studies used four-image cases, but only reported
specificity of CAD for calcifications. Brem et al. [22]
reported 63% and 58% specificities for calcifications in
non-dense and dense breasts, and Yang et al. [26] reported
67% and 69% specificities for calcifications in non-dense
and dense breasts; in both studies, there was no statistical
difference in specificity for calcifications in non-dense and
dense breasts. Our study had similar results with 57.4%,
70.5% and 69.2%, 82.1% specificities for v5.0 and v7.2 in
non-dense and dense breasts, respectively. Interestingly,

both versions have slightly lower, but not statistically
significant, specificities in terms of all marks, masses only,
and calcifications only in non-dense breasts than in dense
breasts.

False positive rate is commonly reported in the CAD
literature, with earlier studies reporting means of 3–5 false
positives per four-image case [3–5, 22–25] and more recent
studies reporting means of 2–3 false positives per four-
image case [26–30]. Recent studies estimate a range of 0.45
to 0.55 false positive marks per image from digital
mammograms [26, 30], indicating that the false positive
rate is comparable between film screen and digital mammo-
grams with a mean of 2–3 marks per four-image mammo-
gram. With v7.2, The et al. [28] reported a mean false
positive rate of 2.3 false positives per four-image case with
digital mammography, which is the same as our mean of
2.3 false positives per four-image case with screen-film
mammography.

In our study, v5.0 and v7.2 did not differ significantly in
mean and median numbers of all marks and marks only on
masses but differed significantly in mean and median
number of marks only on calcifications. The most relevant
comparisons to our results come from studies with the same
versions of the CAD system we studied. With v5.0, Malich
et al. [29] and Brem et al. [23] reported mean false positive
rates for all marks of 2.5 and 2.4 per four-image case
(multiplying Malich’s rates by 2 since they used two-image
unilateral cases and multiplying Brem’s rates by 4 since they
reported per image rates), which compare well with our mean

Table 4 False positive rates in patients with non-dense and dense breasts

Non-dense breast (n=61) Dense breast (n=39) Mann–Whitney
test p value

Mean Median (interquartile range) Mean Median (interquartile range)

V 5.0

All marks 2.6 2.0 (1.0, 4.0) 2.0 2.0 (0.0, 3.0) 0.23

Marks on masses 1.7 1.0 (0.0, 2.0) 1.4 1.0 (0.0, 2.0) 0.33

Marks on calcifications 0.9 0.0 (0.0, 1.0) 0.6 0.0 (0.0, 1.0) 0.21

V 7.2

All marks 2.6 2.0 (1.0, 4.0) 1.8 1.0 (1.0, 3.0) 0.05

Marks on masses 2.0 2.0 (1.0, 3.0) 1.5 1.0 (1.0, 3.0) 0.12

Marks on calcifications 0.6 0.0 (0.0, 1.0) 0.3 0.0 (0.0, 0.0) 0.14

Table 3 False positive rates in CAD versions 5.0 and 7.2

V5.0 (n=100) V7.2 (n=100) Wilcoxon signed-rank
test p value

Mean Median (interquartile range) Mean Median (interquartile range)

All marks 2.3 2.0 (1.0, 3.0) 2.3 2.0 (1.0, 3.0) 0.65

Marks on masses 1.6 1.0 (0.0, 2.0) 1.8 2.0 (1.0, 3.0) 0.15

Marks on calcifications 0.8 0.0 (0.0, 1.0) 0.5 0.0 (0.0, 0.5) <0.01
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of 2.3 false positives per four-image case. The Malich and
Brem studies yielded mean false positive rates for masses and
calcifications of 1.7, 0.8 and 1.6, 0.8, which also compare well
with our mean results of 1.6, 0.8 with v5.0.

Interestingly, both CAD versions in our study have slightly
higher, but not statistically significant, mean and median
numbers of all marks, marks only on masses, and marks only
on calcifications in non-dense breasts than in dense breasts.
Brem did not stratify false positive rate by breast density, but
Malich did, and although they showed a trend towards lower
false positive rates with lower breast densities, the only
statistically significant result they reported was a lower mean
false positive rate for masses with entirely fatty breasts
compared to the other breast density categories. Fewer CAD
marks and higher specificity in dense breasts are likely the
result of difficulty in identification or differentiation of
patterns from dense tissue material.

Version 5.0 and 7.2 did not differ significantly in the
proportion of marks classified as very easy or easy to
dismiss—neither among the 76 marks that were identified
in both versions nor among marks that were identified in
one or the other version but not both. Therefore, it appears
that although the false positive rate remains at a mean of
2.3 false positive marks per case, the majority of these
marks are quickly evaluated by the radiologist and easily
dismissed.

Although the total number of marks did not change
between v5.0 and v7.2, the fact that only about one third of
the marks were common is interesting. Although reproduc-
ibility may be a factor due to redigitization of the same
screen-film mammograms several years later, this result
may largely be a reflection of the significant changes in the
CAD algorithms from v5.0 to v7.2. Although CAD
sensitivity is not reported in this study, the manufacturer’s
strategy from v5.0 to v7.2 was to increase CAD sensitivity
while maintaining the CAD false positive rate. Since
detection of masses is fundamentally more challenging for
CAD than detection of calcifications, the false positive rate
for calcifications was intentionally reduced to allow for an
increase in the false positive rate for masses without a
change in the overall false positive rate. This strategy could
potentially facilitate increases in CAD sensitivity for
masses while maintaining CAD sensitivity for calcifications
(Hoffmeister JW, personal communication).

The retrospective nature of this study resulted in some
limitations. First, all mammograms evaluated by CAD were
screen film. Although there is an increasing trend toward
digital mammography, this study still reflects the majority
of practices. Second, the assessment of ease of dismissing
CAD marks was made by one radiologist, who knew the
marks were all false positive. However, the consistency of
comparison between the two versions, several years apart,
is an important result of this study.

Conclusion

We report specificity and false positive rate for two versions
of a CAD system that are consistent with prior literature
and provide more detailed stratifications of results by breast
density. As far as we are aware, we are the first to show that
most false positive CAD marks are easily dismissed by the
interpreting radiologist and should not interfere with
clinical performance. The slightly better specificities ob-
served with CAD in dense breasts warrant further research
in this area.
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